
K8 – FRESH

   

FRESH ON-DEMAND 
GRINDERS

COMPAK K8 Fresh 83B250 BLK     C0283B250

ITEM:MODEL:

Designed to Transform  coffee during 
the grinding process without altering its 
properties and bringing out the benefits 
of each origin.

The Compak K8 Fresh espresso grinder has been 
developed in collaboration with some of the most 
renowned Baristas in the world. 

Perfect for busy coffee shops, It has many features 
that save time and energy. It has consistent dosing 
controlled by superior digital timer, accurate and 
stable burrs that require minimum adjustment.

FEATURES

- Flat 83 mm grinding burrs

- Blade speed: 1350 RPM

- Large bean hopper, holds over 
   3 lbs. of coffee
- Electronic micrometric regulation 
   control

- Manual push-button refill

- Precision dosing

- Adjustable fork height

- 3 grinding modes

- Total and partial coffee counter

- Password to ensure secure settings

- Configurable burr change warning

- Customizable promotion message

- Motor output: 270 watts
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TECHNICAL DATA

Euro-Milan Distributing reserves the right to modify the characteristics of the products illustrated in this publication
without prior notice for misprints and other errors. There may be colour deviations due to the printing process.  

83 MM FLAT BURRS
Ensures accurate particle size for Espresso and spectacular 
productivity: 7 gr in 1.6 seconds. Special pre-wear treatment is 
applied to ensure optimal performance from the first use. 
Durability of 800 Kg. flat burrs.

Width x Depth x Height (mm) 
Technical Information
Dimensions:       
Weight (lbs) 
Voltage /RPM  

 

660 x 210 x 380

20
1.6 RPM

1/2
110-120V~60Hz (A)

  
Features
Output g/s
Hopper capacity (g)                
Diameter burrs (mm)
Grind Speed

   

7/2.5
550
83

1350

K8 FRESH

The step-less Fresh K-8 grinder 
offers you multiple settings to 
make the perfect grind.

Motor Power (w)

NEMA 5-15R

Receptacle
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